Summer Term KS2 Term Plan 2018
Miss Kendall Year 4/5

Literacy
Creative Writing – diary writing, recipe writing, radio
programme broadcasts, hot seating, historical
stories,
Grammar and Punctuation – Standard English,
parenthesis – brackets, dashes, commas,

Numeracy
Measurement – time, mass, length, capacity
Money
Statistics
Problem solving
Science
Planting – “Your garden feeds you”
Nutrition, exercise and healthy lifestyles
Electricity

R.E
Collective Worship – Bible Stories, important
figures
Islam
Sikhism

Theme: World War 2
History – WW2, rationing, the Blitz, evacuees, home
life during the war, role of women in war, military
vehicles,
Geography – Identify countries involved in WW2,
Art – pencil sketches, propaganda posters,
watercolours,

Year 4/5 World War 2 knowledge organiser

World War 2
1945

1939

Winston
Churchill

Adolf Hitler

Anne Frank

Key Vocabulary
Artefact

An object left as evidence of life in an earlier time

Evacuation

When children leave an area that might be dangerous and go somewhere safer to
live

Rationing

When people are only allowed to purchase a fixed amount of food/goods

U-boat

German submarine

Air raid

Military aeroplanes sent to bomb an area

Shelter

A safe place to hide during an air raid

The Blitz

57 days of air raids in Britain (London)

Gas Mask

Protective mask to prevent breathing in of poisonous gases

Nazi

A German fighter

Concentration camp

A place where Hitler sent people he did not like

Friends or Enemies?
The Allies (supporting Britain)

The Axis (supporting
Germany)

Australia, New Zealand, India,
China, United States of
America, France, Poland,
Soviet Union,

Italy, Japan, Hungary,
Bulgaria, Romania,

Why not try cooking a wartime recipe…

Spam Hash

Wash the potatoes, cut into quarters and boil until firm.
Remove the potatoes from the water and let them cool.
Chop up the onion and spam into chunks.
Add the butter/margarine to a frying pan. Fry the onions till soft.

Ingredients (Serves 1)
2 large potatoes
1/2 onion
1/4 can of spam
Tablespoon of butter/margarine

Chop the potatoes into smaller chunks and add them with the spam to the frying pan.
Turn down the heat; put a lid on the frying pan and cook for a further 5-10 minutes. If the texture is too sticky, add a
little bit of water and stir.
Once cooked, serve and enjoy!
Serving Suggestion – Enjoy with some seasonal vegetables from your garden veg patch.

